Financing IBM Watson Analytics for Social Media Solutions

Eliminate guesswork. Gain clearer insights on social media conversations through advanced analytics.

Engaging with customers through social networks is becoming essential—to understand the conversation, take the pulse of your audience, and gain revealing actionable insights to make informed decisions.

Understanding the constant flow of conversation from multiple channels—and analyzing it quickly and effectively—requires more effective technologies. But advanced analytics based on IBM Watson can turn unstructured data from the cloud into easily visualized and organized information that clarifies meaning, identifies essential relationships, and adds more value to social media initiatives.

Understand social behavior through smart data discovery, advanced analytics and financing

IBM Watson Analytics for Social Media constantly takes the pulse of your audience—monitoring relevant conversations across all social channels—on the cloud—so you can easily visualize social behavior and interaction.

Fully leveraging IBM’s market leadership in cognitive computing and IBM Watson Analytics, this solution:

- **Identifies trends and patterns** that reveal attitudes of an entire social sphere—plus uses additional data to present
a more holistic view of the topic you’re analyzing.

- **Creates revealing visualizations** of social conversations and behavior through highly intuitive dashboards that deliver enriched insights to improve business planning and strategy.
- **Understands familiar terms.** Simply type a question to receive a clearly presented analysis in conversational language.
- **Separates social conversations into concepts** to better identify relationships, even suggesting topics to include or exclude to strengthen your social model.

IBM Global Financing offers cost-effective and customized IT financing options to deploy this solution to meet social media objectives, improve cash management, and reduce total cost of ownership.

**Track conversations across all social channels. Deploy advanced analytics with financing.**

Start using cognitive computing to enrich your discoveries and gain insights from billions of social media users worldwide through a set of customized financing options that include:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financing option</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Loans                                  | • Get competitive rates to acquire the technology you need now  
• Predictable scheduled payments to match targeted deployment milestones  
• Additional funding sources to conserve cash |
| Fair Market Value (FMV) leases         | • Lower cost of ownership for IT hardware and appliances  
• More flexibility to add capacity as your needs change  
• Shifts obsolescence and disposal risk to IBM Global Financing |
| IBM Project Financing                  | • One dedicated funding source to avoid project delays  
• Integrated financing for IBM and non-IBM hardware, software and services |
| IBM Global Asset Recovery Services      | • Sell your existing IT equipment at market value  
• Safe and secure disposal in compliance with local regulations |
Why IBM?

Don’t wait. Call on IT financing experts to fund your possibilities today. With IBM Watson Analytics for Social Media, you can capture revealing insights on your market across social channels. We can help you finance transformational technologies through strategies that are affordable today and flexible enough to meet your needs tomorrow.

For more information

To learn more about financing for IBM Watson Analytics for Social Media, please contact your IBM Global Financing representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit the following website: ibm.com/financing/us-en/solutions/watson
IBM Global Financing offerings are provided through IBM subsidiaries and divisions worldwide to qualified commercial and government clients. IBM Global Financing lease and financing offerings are provided in the United States through IBM Credit LLC. Rates and availability are based on a client’s credit rating, financing terms, offering type, equipment and product type and options, and may vary by country. Non-hardware items must be one-time, non-recurring charges and are financed by means of loans. Other restrictions may apply. Rates and offerings are subject to change, extension or withdrawal without notice and may not be available in all countries. IBM and IBM Global Financing do not, nor intend to, offer or provide accounting, tax or legal advice to clients. Clients should consult with their own financial, tax and legal advisors. Any tax or accounting treatment decisions made by or on behalf of the client are the sole responsibility of the client. For IBM Credit LLC in California: Loans made or arranged pursuant to a California Financing Law license.